Balance Your Product Development Process with PAM

Put an end to packaging artwork disasters

BY STEPHEN BIRTSAS

It’s a product developer’s nightmare... a language translation error on your company’s product causes a product recall, or the 800 number on your product’s packaging connects callers to an adult phone line. These types of mistakes may seem farfetched but unfortunately, they happen far too often. Errors can be costly, damaging and even career ending. If you’re involved in your company’s packaging and artwork development process, these are issues that should no longer keep you up at night because these mistakes are completely avoidable. Leading companies use Packaging Artwork Management (PAM) software systems to significantly reduce or eliminate these painful blunders.

Before we examine how to minimize packaging artwork errors, let’s examine how companies that focus on strengthening their product development process with product lifecycle management (PLM) systems often fail to address their packaging artwork development process at the same time. The product development machine needs to be well balanced. If you fail to incorporate the packaging artwork development process into the other development activities, your product launches are likely to become unbalanced, resulting in delays.
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**Figure 1:** Product development capabilities become unbalanced when the packaging artwork development process is not addressed.

**If you fail to strengthen the packaging artwork development process along with other development activities, your product launches are likely to become unbalanced and result in delays.**
Why is Packaging Artwork Critical to Product Development?

Let’s look to the consumer packaged goods (CPG) industry for examples. Packaging can arguably be more important than the product itself. The package is what the consumer first sees, touches and sometimes even smells. Packaging is what makes a consumer pick your product up off the shelf. If the packaging doesn’t attract attention, you might miss the opportunity for the consumer to make the cognitive decision to place your product in their shopping cart.

The life sciences industry is another example where package copy and labeling play an important compliance role in communicating use instructions, ingredients, drug facts, safety and efficacy data and patient information. A small mishap in the labeling copy or registration process, and your products could be held at customs, subjected to fines or even recalled.

Package artwork development is also a critical part of the product development and commercialization process. How many times have you heard, “We’re waiting on artwork to manufacture the product,” or “We haven’t received artwork approval, so we can’t launch”? As companies speed up the product development engine with the use of PLM systems, don’t forget to improve your packaging artwork development process. PLM helps strengthen the product development machine but often does not sufficiently deliver on improving the development of packaging and artwork. Leading companies solve this problem through the use of specialized PAM systems that complement their PLM system.

PLM’s strengths are traditionally in project portfolio management, product data management, and the integration of authoring and design tools. Since specialized packaging artwork development capabilities are not always a competitive strength for PLM systems, a significant capabilities gap exists. Figure 2 illustrates how a PAM solution can fit within a PLM platform and provide specialized functionality that supports the needs of a firm’s packaging artwork development process.

Figure 2: Packaging Artwork Management (PAM) in the PLM Platform architecture
PAM solutions fill the PLM capability gap with specific functionality that firms need to support their complex artwork development process. These functionalities include automated workflow, web-based artwork annotation and mark-up, electronic color management, digital asset management, copy certification and automatic artwork generation. Figure 3 illustrates specialized capabilities within PAM systems.

**Automated Workflow**
- Drives accountability and ownership in the artwork development and approval process
- Facilitates the development and approval process through electronic routing of art files and digital images
- Eliminates the need for laborious phone and email communication

**Artwork Annotation and Mark-up**
- Provides a collaboration space where users can annotate and mark-up art files with comments during the development and/or approval stages
- Enhances collaboration and reduces artwork review time

**Digital Asset Management**
- Maintains control of digital assets and IP rights within a centralized DAM
- Allows sharing of files both internally and externally from a centralized database
- Eliminates de-synchronization of art files by storing digital assets in one central location instead of hard drives or servers around the globe

**Electronic Color Management**
- Eliminate the complexities of managing color standards that fade over time and are difficult to consistently produce and maintain
- Provides color accurate standards that are accessible by design groups, package development, quality assurance and printers ensuring that everyone is looking at the same color

**Copy Certification**
- Reduces copy development and translation time through automated workflow and approvals
- Reduces copy development and translation complexities through reuse of stored common phrases

**Automatic Artwork Generation**
- Significantly reduce time and costs associated with production houses by automatically generating art files
- Art files can be automatically generated using standardized label design templates and certified copy

Figure 3: PAM Capabilities

PAM fills a significant PLM capability gap by providing specialized packaging artwork development functionality. Product development, graphic services and IT management teams should assess their packaging artwork development capabilities for balance with the rest of the organization’s product development capabilities. If the graphic services department is struggling to support faster and more complex product development, the firm should consider PAM systems that enable more efficient and reliable packaging artwork development. Put an end to packaging artwork nightmares and explore how PAM can help balance your company’s product development capabilities.